Introduction
Hyperspectral data holds great potential compared to more conventional multispectral data in terms of its information-bearing properties. However, if this potential is to be realized, two areas of advancement are required. On the one hand, sound, fundamentally based data analysis technology must be defined that is quantifiably optimal in the sense of its information extraction capabilities. On the other, such optimal analysis methods must be straightforward to apply.
Among the ways to approach hyperspectral data analysis, a useful processing model that has evolved in the last several years [1] is shown schematically in Figure 1 . Research has shown that achieving high precision in modeling the desired classes quantitatively is the critical element to the most effective analysis. Given the availability of data (box 1), the process begins by the analyst specifying what classes are desired, usually by labeling training samples for each class (box 2). New elements to class modeling that have proven important in the case of high dimensional data are those indicated by boxes in the diagram marked 3 and 4. These are the focus of this work and will be discussed in more detail shortly, however the reason for their importance in this context is as follows. Classification techniques in pattern recognition typically assume that there are enough training samples available to obtain reasonably accurate class descriptions in quantitative form. Unfortunately, the number of training samples required to train a classifier for high dimensional data is much greater than that required for conventional data, and gathering these training samples can be difficult and expensive. Therefore, the assumption that enough training samples are available to accurately estimate the class quantitative description is frequently not satisfied for high dimensional data. Small training sets usually cause
Hughes phenomenon [16] and singularity problems. There are several ways to overcome these problems. In [2] , these techniques are categorized into three groups:
a. Dimensionality reduction by feature extraction or feature selection.
b. Regularization of sample covariance matrix (e.g. [3] , [4] , [9] ).
c. Structurization of a true covariance matrix described by a small number of parameters [2] .
There are many types of classification algorithms. Perhaps the most common is the quadratic maximum likelihood classifier. Sometimes the data distribution is not so simple that using a normal distribution to describe it is enough. The Gaussian mixture density, which models the density as the sum of one or more weighted Gaussian components, is a compromise between a simple single Gaussian and non-parametric densities. It allows more flexibility than the single Gaussian density, yet requires fewer parameters to be estimated than non-parametric densities.
Most methods in this area usually assume that, if one class can be divided into several normally distributed subgroups, then the sample size of each subgroup should not be less than the dimensionality.
The purpose of this paper is to design a classification procedure using a mixture classifier based on Mixed-LOOC2 and nonparametric weighted feature extraction (NWFE) [9] , which can mitigate the effects of Hughes phenomenon and covariance singularity and is suitable for complex and high dimensional data.
Previous Works

Mixed-LOOC2
Many regularized covariance estimators have been developed to solve the singularity problem, for example: RDA [3] , LOOC [6] , BLOOC [7] , and Mixed-LOOC2 [9] . In [9] it is shown that Mixed -LOOC2 has the advantages of both LOOC and BLOOC when it is applied to the uni-mode Gaussian quadratic classifier. The procedure, DAFE (or LDA) based on Mixed-LOOC2, overcomes the shortcoming that DAFE cannot be used when the training sample size is less than the dimensionality, and can provide higher accuracy when the sample size is limited.
The Mixed-LOOC2 was proposed as the following form:
and i β is close to 1. S i is the sample estimate of the covariance matrix for class i, and S is the covariance estimated from the training samples of all classes. B= S i or diag(S) is chosen because if a class sample size is large, S i will be a better choice. If the total training sample size is less than the dimensionality, then the common (pooled) covariance S is singular, but otherwise it has much less estimation error than S i . For reducing estimation error and avoiding singularity, diag(S) will be a good choice. The selection criteria is the log leave-one-out likelihood function:
where f is the probability density function of each class.
Quadratic Mixture Classifiers
In order to model non-Gaussian classes, consider the quadratic mixture density, which is the weighted summation of K Gaussian density functions:
, and p is the dimensionality of data. Each term f in the summation is called a component of the mixture density. The weights α k , which must sum to unity, are a priori probabilities of the components. In practice the parameters of the mixture density function (K, α κ , m k , and Σ κ for k = 1, 2, …K)) are usually unknown and must be estimated from the training samples. Multimode classes can be represented by a mixture density with one or more components representing each mode. Since the covariance matrix of each component should be invertible, ordinarily the sample size of each component should not be less than the dimensionality of the data. In this paper, the new mixture classifier will relieve this limitation.
There are two steps to design a quadratic mixture classifier. The first is parameter estimation and the second is model selection. In this study, NM (nearest means or K-mean)
clustering and EM (expectation-maximization) clustering are used in the parameter estimation part. There are many indices for model selection. In this research, only the performances of AIC, BIC, NEC, and ICLBIC, described below, are tested.
In the multivariate mixture model, data n x x ,..., 1 in p R are assumed to be a sample from a probability distribution with density
where the k α 's are the mixing proportions
denotes the p-dimensional Gaussian density with mean k m and covariance matrix k Σ
α with k α and k a denoting the maximum likelihood estimates of the corresponding parameters.
The Akaike information criterion (AIC; [10] ) is defined as
is the number of free parameters in the mixture model Ψ .
The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [11] is given by
be the estimated conditional probability that i x arises from the k th mixture component. The entropy is defined as
The entropy of the classification matrix t gives rise to several classification criteria [12] ,
denotes the maximized log-likelihood for a single Gaussian distribution.
And ICL-BIC in [13] is
It was observed that AIC is order inconsistent and tends to overfit models [12] . BIC based on the Bayes factor could improve the overfitting problem by using the sample size in the penalized term. NEC and ICL-BIC are attempted to overcome the shortcomings of classification likelihood criterion and BIC [13] .
Nonparametric Weighted Feature Extraction (NWFE) 2
Discriminant Analysis Feature Extraction (DAFE) or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
is often used for dimension reduction in classification problems. The advantage of DAFE is that it is distribution-free but there are three major disadvantages in DAFE. One is that it works well only if the distributions of classes are normal-like distributions [8] . When the distributions of classes are nonnormal-like or multi-modal mixture distributions, the performance of DAFE is not satisfactory. The second disadvantage of DAFE is the rank of the within-scatter matrix b S is number of classes (L) -1, so generally only L-1 features can be extracted. From [8] , we know that unless a posterior probability function is specified, L-1 features are suboptimal in a Bayes sense, although they are optimal based on the chosen criterion. In real situations, the data distributions are often complicated and not normal-like, therefore only using L-1 features is not usually sufficient for real data. The third limitation is that if the within-class covariance is singular, which often occurs in high dimensional problems, DAFE will have a poor performance on classification. NWFE is developed to solve those problems [9] . The results of simulated and 2 NWFE has been implemented into MultiSpec© which is available at http://dynamo.ecn.purdue.edu/~biehl/MultiSpec/.
real data experiments show that the performance of NWFE is better than those of DAFE, aPAC-LDR [14] , and NDA [15] .
The main ideas of NWFE are putting different weights on every sample to compute the "local means" and defining new nonparametric between-class and within-class scatter matrices to obtain more features. In NWFE, the nonparametric between-class scatter matrix is defined as ) (
is the local mean of x k i ( ) in the class j and defined as:
, where
. λ for class i is 1.
The nonparametric within-class scatter matrix is defined as
The optimal features are determined by optimizing the criteria given by J tr
To reduce the effect of the cross products of between-class distances and prevent the singularity, we will regularize S w by 
Mixture Classifier Using Mixed-LOOC2 and Nearest Means Clustering
The algorithm of a mixture classifier using Mixed-LOOC2 and nearest means (NM) clustering is
Step 1. Compute Mixed-LOOC2 of each class and for each class, use nearest means clustering to find the components.
Step 2. Compute Mixed-LOOC2 of each component in the classes.
Step 3. Compute the model selection index using Mixed-LOOC2 to replace ML covariance estimate.
Step 4. If the number of components in classes is 1, then use the Mixed-LOOC2 of this class as its covariance estimator.
Step 5. Compute the mixture density function to form the Bayesian mixture classifier.
Mixture Classifier Using Mixed-LOOC2 and EM clustering
The algorithm of a mixture classifier using Mixed-LOOC2 and EM clustering is
Step 1 Compute Mixed-LOOC2 of each class.
Step 2 For each class, use EM clustering to find the components. But, in the estimating covariance step of EM clustering, the ML estimator of each component should be replaced by Mixed-LOOC2.
Step 3 Compute the model selection index using Mixed-LOOC2 to replace ML covariance estimate.
Step 4 If the number of components in classes is 1, then using the Mixed-LOOC2 of this class as its covariance estimator. may not be as good as that of simple quadratic classifier due to estimation error. In second case, the mixture classifier would be expected to do a better job when the class sample sizes are large enough, but if class sample is small then the mixture classifier may have more severe problems.
The simulation study will focus on the second situation and try to find out which combination of parameter estimation and model selection will give a better result. The class sample sizes and the class mean vectors and covariance matrices of simulated data are in Table   1 (a). The clustering algorithm used in experiments 1 and 2 is NM clustering and that used in experiments 3 and 4 is EM clustering. Five different dimensionality (2,4,10,20,60) and three different class sample sizes are tested. In each situation (Table 1 (b)), 10 random training and testing data sets are generated for computing the accuracies of algorithms, and the standard deviations of the accuracies. 
Real Data Experiment Design
Hyperspectral data from the Washington, DC Mall is used in real data experiments, and the better clustering algorithm, chosen from the results of simulation studies, is used. Two different class sample sizes (20 and 100) and two different dimensionalities (20 and 7) are used in Experiment 5. There are 191 bands in the DC Mall image data, and every 10-th band and 30-th band, which begins from the first one, are selected for the 20 and 7 bands cases. At each situation, 10 random training and testing data sets are generated for computing the testing sample accuracies of algorithms, and the number of subcomponents in each class.
Experiment Results
For convenience, denote the mixture classifier built on the original model selection index as the index itself (for example: AIC) and the mixture classifier built on the model selection index based on Mixed-LOOC2 as the index itself with a "Mix" suffix in tables and figures.
Simulation Experiment Results
The 2. The shadowed parts in the tables indicate those cases that the performance of the mixture classifier BIC_Mix is significantly better than that of the 1-mode quadratic 
Real Data Experiment Results
The results of the simulation study suggests that NM clustering is a better choice to build a mixture classifier, so NM clustering is used on real data experiments. The results are in Table 3 .
It shows that BIC_Mix has better performance than the others in almost all cases. The above results show that sometimes an original mixture classifier outperforms a simple quadratic classifier but sometimes not. The proposed mixture classifier using BIC_Mix has the advantages of both classifiers and outperforms those two in some situations. Before classifying hyperspectral image data, feature extraction is usually a preprocessing step. The effect of combining feature extraction and mixture classification will be discussed in the next section.
Using Mixture Classifier Based on Mix-LOOC2 after Feature Extraction
From the above results, it appears that a mixture classifier based on Mix-LOOC2 is a good choice for classifying data in the original space. But using that mixture classifier in hyperdimensional data is not efficient and will suffer from the Hughes phenomenon more seriously. Before classifying hyperdimensional data, feature extraction is usually used to transform the data from the original hyperdimensional space into a lower dimensional feature space. This section is to explore the performances of combining feature extraction and the mixture classifier based on Mixed-LOOC2 procedures.
Experiment Design
In this section, the performances of the following four classification procedures are compared.
1. Using DAFE features applied to the simple Gaussian quadratic classifier (DAFE+GC).
This is the previous, conventionally used approach and serves as a baseline for comparison.
2. Using DAFE features applied to the mixture classifier based on BIC and Mixed-LOOC2 covariance estimator (DAFE+MC-Mix2).
3. Using NWFE applied to the simple Gaussian quadratic classifier (NWFE+GC).
4. Using NWFE features applied to a mixture classifier based on BIC and Mixed-LOOC2 covariance estimator (NWFE+MC-Mix2).
The experiment data are again in two parts, simulated and real data. Ten simulated data sets with 30 and 60 dimensions and mixture distributions are used in Experiment 6 to compute the average accuracy of four different procedures. The mean vectors and covariance matrices used to generate the data are shown in Table 4 . Ten randomly sampled DC Mall and Purdue campus data sets are used in Experiment 7 to compute the average accuracy of the four different procedures.
The dimensionality of the DC Mall data sets is 191 and that of the Purdue campus data sets is 126. The class training sample sizes of all real data experiments are 40 pixels. It has long been known that modeling each class in a data set with a single mode Gaussian density is frequently not a good model. The use of "Gaussian subclasses" to provide a better class model has long been in use, and has shown itself to be an effective way to proceed. This is basically what has been called here a mixture classifier. The problem has been that deciding just how many "subclasses" to use for each class and how to train each has been a substantial challenge to the analyst. Devising an effective scheme for doing this should be a significant aid to the analyst.
In this paper, Mixed-LOOC2 is used with the parameter estimation and model selection steps of mixture classifiers. Experimental results show that the proposed mixture classifier using nearest mean clustering and BIC_Mix has the advantages of both quadratic and original mixture classifier and outperforms those two in some situations.
The performances of combining feature extraction (DAFE and NWFE) and the mixture classifier based on Mixed-LOOC2 procedures are tested. The simulated and real data results
show that using NWFE then the mixture classifier based on nearest mean clustering and BIC_Mix index is a robust classification procedure for hyperspectral data.
Estimating mixture distributions and regularized covariance are time consuming. This procedure, which combined these two approaches together, needs more computational time.
While computational load is not a major concern, this procedure should be widely applicable.
